5th newsletter

Working on final details!
Once the Guides for Entrepreneurship Training for Disabled People have practically been completed, we are now
working on small and final details for their next public presentation!

What we have lately been doing?
The last months have been dedicated to an arduous task: the putting in writing the training program that we
have been designing so far: we have completed them with the expertise of the consortium entities; we have
carried out qualitative and quantitative research on the preferences and experiences of entrepreneurs with and
with disabilities in partner countries; we have reviewed grey literature; we have compiled expert contributions,
etc.
After a systematic review, all of this information allowed us to design a training and accompanying services
program specifically designed for the full inclusion of entrepreneurs with disabilities.
Afterwards, and as a validation of the obtained results, each partner organized a workshop with different
stakeholders related to entrepre
neurship and disability, which were asked about some key issues and core aspectes of the project for discussion.
The obtained results have allowed to enrich the contents of the Guides to be generated in the framework of the
Project.

Some images and comments gathered during the development of the workshops:

Fundación Prevent: Spain
“we still have to keep in mind that the training is
important, but the intensity and length of it should be
totally customized”

Fundacja Aktivizacja: Poland
“training methodology should take into account how
to build future entrepreneur awareness in the field
of very important things, for example: how to deal
with the economic risk, how to deal with tax issues
and possible fail”.

Mine de Talent: France

The workshops full results can be seen at the project webpage: www.leadersforthefuture.eu

What are we going to do now?
Celebration of our last transnational meeting
On the 4th and 5th of July we will be holding the last transnational meeting between the members of the
Creating Leaders Project in Barcelona, at the Prevent Foundation headquarters.
These two working days will allow us to define and agree on those last details that will ensure that the results
obtained after two years of work have internal consistency and guarantee quality products.
Furthermore, in order for partners to be able to see first-hand a part of the entrepreneurial ecosystem in Spain,
an informed visit will be made to the facilities of the Research Center of the Autonomous University of
Barcelona, which has an Entrepreneurship Support Service from which, among other activities, they are
developing several training programs for entrepreneurs.

Next publication of the Guides
During the next 2 months, the two Methodological Guides for developing inclusive entrepreneurship training will
be published on the Project website (www.leadersforthefuture.eu):
Training methodology and contents for an inclusive entrepreneurship
Supplementary activities for inclusive training in entrepreneurship
They will also be sent to all the partners' databases, which include the contact details of the main stakeholders
in the field of entrepreneurship and / or disability: public entities (related to the social, labor, Innovation fields),
public and private universities, social sector entities that develop entrepreneurship and / or disability programs,
entrepreneurs with or without disabilities, training centers, etc. We aim at achieving maximum replicability at
European level of the created methodology.

Event for the guides’ presentation
The partners of the Creating Leaders Project (France, Italy, Poland and Spain) will make a public presentation of
the 2 Guides, always aiming at finding synergies and reaching those target stakeholders, for whom the Guides
represent added value and are usable to promote a common European culture of Equal Opportunities and
inclusion, in this case, in entrepreneurship.
While France, Poland and Italy are finalizing details, in Spain, the evant has been scheduled in Barcelona, on
Friday, July 7 at Barcelona Activa headquarters (a public municipal entity in the field of entrepreneurship
promotion and with a strong commitment to Equal Opportunities in the provision of its services to the
community).

We take the opportunity to invite you all to this event! You will find more information at: https://goo.gl/FVQGVk
You will find more information on the Project at:
Website CREATING LEADERS: leadersforthefuture.eu/en/
Facebook CREATING LEADERS: goo.gl/hMSYwv
Twitter CREATING LEADERS: goo.gl/87VjQQ

